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FOREWORD BY JIM MOWATT
Welcome to number four (*) in a series of short books on great men and
women who feature prominently in the history of UNITE and its predecessor
unions. Our hope is that publishing these histories will provide not only
fascinating reading but inspire the current and future generations of trade
unionists to take up the struggle on behalf of working people. There is
certainly a lot to fight for. We are facing a difficult future in which the division
between rich and poor is growing ever wider. The constant attacks on trade
unionists, both in Britain, Ireland and abroad are expected to intensify.
Education has therefore to be viewed in the context of equipping members
to understand and fight back. 

Additionally as part of UNITE the union’s three pillars strategy of organising,
international solidarity and politics the education department is enthusing
our members to write their own stories and explore their own family and
local histories. To that end we have established on our website REBEL
ROAD - an inventory of trade union and labour movement heroes who are
publicly recognised in the form of a plaque, mural or statue or even a pub
named after them. Please have a look at it and consider contributing.
http://www.unitetheunion.org/growing-our-union/education/rebelroad/

It is in this context that we are producing these booklets and it’s a delight to
feature a man who was a determined life-long fighter for liberty, justice,
equality and socialism. 

After studying painting at Hornsey School of Art and the Royal College of
Art, Tony Hall decided he would prefer not to work as a portrait painter for
the wealthy and instead concentrated on political cartoons, illustration,
photography and graphic design. He did factory and labouring jobs before
starting work as a newspaper artist in Fleet Street.

Tony was employed at The Evening News and Sun/News of the World,
during which time he was an active member of his union chapel (branch)
and served as an elected  workplace and safety rep on many occasions.
Meanwhile he did free cartoons for the Labour Movement; particularly the
Labour Herald and Newsline. Outside of work he risked injury and
imprisonment by physically fighting fascism in east London and throughout
his life he was a passionate anti-racist and anti-fascist. 
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When Tony was on strike during the Wapping Dispute of the mid 1980s, he,
and other artists from Murdoch’s papers, formed Strike Graphic to produce
posters, postcards, mugs, badges and T-shirts in support of the 5,500
sacked print workers. Tony did not, of course, get his job back but did not
regret standing up for his rights. 

He thereafter continued doing cartoons, graphic designs and photography
for trade unions, the broad left, and numerous justice campaigns including
Hackney Community Defence Association and the Campaign against
Racism and Fascism. 

Tony, who was born in 1936, had lived in Hackney since 1967 with his wife
Libby and their family, and a succession of much-loved dogs, until he died
at home from lung cancer on 21 February 2008. This book commemorates
Tony’s life and his great contribution to the Labour Movement. 

I’d like to thank Mark Metcalf, who was a great friend of Tony for many
years, for putting together this booklet and look forward to the many others I
know he is working on. 

TOM JONES – a fighter for freedom and working people: Spanish Civil
War volunteer and Welsh TGWU general secretary was published in
October 2014 and can be viewed at
http://www.unitetheunion.org/uploaded/documents/Tom%20Jones%20b
ooklet11-19899.pdf

JULIA VARLEY – Trade union organisers and fighter for women’s rights
was published in March 2015 and can be viewed at
http://www.unitetheunion.org/uploaded/documents/Julia%20Varley11-
22098.pdf

THE GREAT DOCK STRIKE OF 1889 was published in July 2015 and
can be viewed at

All four booklets have been written and compiled by Mark Metcalf.
@markmetcalf07
07952 801783 
mark.metcalf@rocketmail.com 

Jim Mowatt, Unite Director of Education

Tony Hall: Trade unionist, anti-racist and radical cartoonist
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In 1990, Rupert Murdoch’s failing Sky TV was
saved when 21 years after he bought the Sun

newspaper he was allowed by Margaret
Thatcher to merge his business with British

Satellite Broadcasting. It was one of
Thatcher’s final acts as Prime Minister. 
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“Tony Hall was a
remarkable character”  
By a work colleague, Mike Ewington.  

I first met Tony in 1977, when a vacancy occurred for a general artist in
the Process Department, at The Sun and News of the World
newspapers, situated then, just off Fleet Street. Tony was Deputy Father
of the NGA Chapel; an elected union representative within our Chapel. 

He was educated at a public school and although he rebelled against
everything that stood for, he benefitted from a very good education, which
he often used to his advantage, giving him the ability to argue
persuasively, often quoting from the Greek classics in a loud, authoritative
voice during a debate, and confounding the opposition. His father hoped
he would ‘make something of himself’ and qualify as an engineer, but
when confronted by the headmaster of his school who asked what he
intended doing with his life, Tony replied, “I want to be an artist”. This
answer was disappointing to the headmaster and to Tony’s father.

Before commencing his career as an artist, Tony was employed in
various other situations, one of which was at a factory producing cereals.
He told me that he was responsible for keeping the production line clear
of any obstacles, which could hold up production. One day a group of
visitors was being shown around and a blockage was discovered. Tony,
attempting to clear the blockage, lifted the cover where the suspected
problem had occurred, cleared the blockage, then switched on the
power, regrettably, before replacing the cover. Clouds of sticky puffed
wheat were blown with force through the opening and up into the ceiling,
showering the visitors with sugary cereal on its return to earth. 

Following this incident, the management decided that they could
dispense with Tony’s services and he was promptly dismissed. Some
people have no sense of humour.

Tony Hall: Trade unionist, anti-racist and radical cartoonist
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He was a great character and we enjoyed a similar quirky sense of
humour, ‘hitting it off’ right from the start. We also shared many interests.
Tony was a good jazz musician, although he did not read music.
Nevertheless, we had a several enjoyable sessions at the large Victorian
house in Clapton, East London, where he lived with his wife ‘Libby’ and
Gus, their huge great Dane, who consumed large quantities of food.

One day, in the front room of his house, where his musical instruments
were displayed, I was puzzled to see a large motor cycle occupying
pride of place. A magnificent machine, he called a Triton – part Triumph
and part Norton. I seem to remember a drip tray under the gearbox to
capture any fugitive oil drops from falling onto the carpet!  

Photography was another shared interest, but Tony outclassed me in
photographic equipment, having an enlarger and an enormous
commercial camera in the basement of his house, which he used in the
production of his numerous cartoons, as well as for other artwork.

Having qualified as a private pilot, Tony asked me to take him flying in
suitable weather conditions, to capture on film some white, fluffy
cumulus clouds for a project he had planned. Libby came with us and
sat in the front with me, while Tony sat in the rear seats, with his camera
equipment. He later gave me some prints showing the aircraft interior
and looking through the windscreen, on which he had super-imposed a
London street taken from a bridge. It looked as though I had been
breaking every rule in the book by flying at roof top height. He later
informed me that copies of these prints had been sent to the Civil
Aviation authorities and my case should come up very soon!

Periodically, complaints were made about the state of the canteen at The
Sun, which left a lot to be desired as far as hygiene was concerned.
Windows were often open and pigeons would be found plodding around
on the tables, casually pecking away at any crumbs left by the previous
diners. A deputation to the Editor’s office was organised, with a
representative from each department attending. Tony was our
representative, assembling with the others on the Editor’s white carpet.
The editor at the time was Larry Lamb, later to be knighted, and
renamed sirloin of lamb by us.

One by one, the members voiced their concerns. Finally, the Editor lost his
temper and shouted, “Get out! Go on, f***k off, the lot of you!” There was a
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stunned silence, when from the back of the room, came Tony’s rich,
educated voice asking, “Can we assume that the interview is at an end?”
The assembled gathering collapsed with laughter and all trooped out.

A prominent and controversial member of the Klu Klux Klan visiting
Britain, was featured in an article in The Sun. On the photograph Tony
was working on, the character seemed to be wearing a symbol of a
burning torch on his cloak. Tony deftly retouched the symbol to resemble
an ice cream cone. The editorial department complained that it looked
like an ice cream cornet and demanded removal of the retouching. Tony
feigned surprise but complied with editorial wishes. I felt a challenge
coming on and did something similar a few days later.

At The Sun, as in other newspaper houses, medical facilities were
provided with a qualified nurse in attendance, for anyone who became
ill. In the early ‘eightes, during a Chapel meeting, Tony complained of
feeling unwell and lay down to rest on a table at the side of the room.
The nurse was consulted; Tony was examined and promptly taken to
hospital. Further examination revealed he was in imminent danger of
having a heart attack and required surgery. Tony smoked heavily in
those days and this was considered a contributory factor to his condition.

He underwent surgery for a quintuple heart bypass, which was
comparatively new then. The longest any person had survived a similar
procedure was five years. Tony eventually recovered and returned to work. 

Working for a newspaper was exciting on occasions but often quite
volatile. There were peaks and troughs in the work, as a big story broke
and tension when edition time approached. Tempers became frayed and
voices raised. But a sense of relief settled over us when the whirlwind
had moved onto the next department. Tony was quick to spot these
situations as material for yet another cartoon. Next morning one would
be displayed, drawn the previous evening, alongside the others,
capturing the incident precisely.

One morning, ‘Franklyn’, the resident cartoonist at The Sun, spotted
Tony’s cartoon display, asking who had produced them. We explained
and ‘Franklyn’ said, “I didn’t realise I had such great competition”.

Tony enthusiastically supported the Miners’ strike, recruiting others to
help in any way they could. He organised a weekly collection of money

Tony Hall: Trade unionist, anti-racist and radical cartoonist



to assist them financially and once again produced all manner of artwork
to help their struggle.

Following the Miners’ strike; one day we were returning from lunch and
made a move to use the lift as usual, but the doorman barred our way,
saying the lift interior was being re-decorated in pale blue for an
imminent visit from the Prime Minister, Margaret Thatcher. We wondered
if it was our turn next.

Shortly after her visit, we heard that Rupert Murdoch intended moving
his printing and publishing empire to a new establishment in Wapping.
Unfortunately, the existing union workforce were not included in
Murdoch’s plans, although at the time, we were led to believe
negotiations would continue to effect an eventual move to Wapping that
would include everyone.

There has been enough written elsewhere about Murdoch’s deception,
locking out the existing members and subsequently employing non-
union labour at Wapping. Picket duty was organised amongst the
various unions, but Tony suggested we might be more useful producing
material to publicise our plight. 

He organised five of us artists to convert a room at the SOGAT offices
into a working studio, calling it Strike Graphics. We started producing
placards to be employed by the pickets outside Fortress Wapping, as we
called it, discrediting Murdoch for his harsh treatment. We designed lapel
badges, mugs, ‘T’ shirts, key rings and other items, to sell on Saturday
evenings on ‘The Green’ at Wapping. 

I made a portable stall, so that we could lay out our wares to sell,
eventually adding a covering to help protect us from the occasional
inevitably cold, wet English weather. Tony called our stall ‘Harrods’ and
suggested that with increasing sales, we could possibly add another
floor and maybe a lift! Now we were in the realms of fantasy.

The Wapping Post was borne from this industrial dispute, formed from
some renegade journalists and headed by its own editor. Strike Graphics
also contributed material to this journal and naturally the work was of a
more familiar kind.

At the end of the year-long strike, we learnt that Strike Graphics had
contributed a respectable sum of money to the Strike Fund. 

8
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It was estimated that some 5,000 plus former newspaper employees
were now without work and seeking employment. Some found work in
other industries, others were offered retraining through the unions, to
eventually fit into another area of the printing world. Many never found
employment again.

Tony continued with his masterpieces, producing work for several
different unions and minority groups. By this time he had gained quite a
reputation for his fearless, biting, cartoons and his material was sought
on many occasions to add support to a group’s battle for survival or
recognition of their worth.

He and I kept in touch by telephone on a regular basis. His opening
greeting in that familiar, clear, public school accent was always, “Hello
Mewington, made your fortune yet?”

One evening I telephoned him and he sounded a bit gruff. I asked if he
was well and he replied that he had an irritating cough which he could
not shift. Each time I phoned him there seemed to be no improvement
and his medication was not dealing with it.

Eventually, he admitted the latest news was not optimistic and he had
been prescribed morphine. He died a short while later from lung cancer.

During the 1984-85 miners’ strike the
national media constantly portrayed an
inaccurate and distorted image of the
miners. Headlines gave those with no
direct contact with the strike the
impression that miners were a foolish
mob that were being manipulated by
Arthur Scargill. None reported that it
was a strike to save a way of life that
would allow the miners to keep their
self-respect by maintaining a decent
living standard. 

Tony Hall: Trade unionist, anti-racist and radical cartoonist
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When New Labour came to power in 1997 they
promised ‘a foreign policy with an ethical dimension
that supports the demands of other peoples for the
democratic rights on which we insist for ourselves.’

In fact, the sales of arms, particularly to dictators
and human rights abusers, increased under New

Labour and they did little to prevent human rights
abuses overseas. 

In 1990 the Tories
swapped Margaret
Thatcher for John
Major as Prime
Minister but their anti-
working class politics
remained the same. 
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Before the 1982 Falklands War, Margaret
Thatcher was the most unpopular Prime
Minister in living memory. Victory over the
Argentineans helped her sweep back to
power in the 1983 General Election and she
used this mandate to systematically attack
the unemployed, trade unions, the elderly
and infirm.

Under Tony Blair, religious schools were
encouraged and the outcome has been more
divided local communities.

Tony Blair’s government encouraged
the sell off of school playing fields
and the result has been a generation
of unfit, overweight children and
young people. School playing fields
are still being sold today.

Tony Hall: Trade unionist, anti-racist and radical cartoonist
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Labour leader Neil Kinnock
and TUC head Norman Willis

did little to help striking
miners and in particular those

who ended up sacked and
imprisoned for defending

their jobs and communities.
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Tony Hall and the fight
against fascism  
Gerry Gable, Searchlight magazine

In the late 1950s the British anti-fascist movement awoke from a
slumber that had endured since the 43 Group ceased its activity in the
early part of that decade. The 43 Group had been the first organised
anti-fascist group since the Second World War. Its members were
largely ex-servicemen and women. Most were Jewish, though the
group was open to people of all faiths and none, and many were
members of the then still strong Community Party. 

Its tactics consisted of infiltrating and gathering intelligence on Oswald
Mosley and his attempt to resurrect his pre-war British Union of
Fascists and National Socialists, first by setting up book clubs and then
by forming a new organisation called Union Movement. When the 43
Group decided, wrongly, that the fascist enemy had been defeated, it
ceased operations in the early 1950s and most other anti-fascist
groups lowered their guard as well.

A series of tragic events started to unfold in Britain and Africa. In 1959
Kelso Cochrane was murdered in Notting Dale, west London, an area
that was a stronghold of Oswald Moseley’s Union Movement and Colin
Jordan’s White Defence League. Race riots had taken place there the
previous year. 

The League of Empire Loyalists had been formed in 1954. Under the
leadership of A K Chesterton, who later became one of the founders of
the National Front, the group of ultra-Tory Jew-haters and racists
pulled a number of stunts including attacking rallies and marches of the
Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament. 

Tony Hall: Trade unionist, anti-racist and radical cartoonist



South Africa suffered the Sharpeville massacre in 1960 and the
following year Patrice Lumumba, the independence leader and first
prime minister of the Republic of the Congo, was brutally killed by a
combination of imperialists and local traitors.

From 1959 to 1960 thousands of St Pancras council housing tenants
staged a rent strike to resist rent rises. Led by a pensioner and a war
hero, tenants built barricades to prevent evictions. They were
confronted by a massive police presence often supported by local
fascists.

In Hackney, which had been a focal point of fascist and anti-fascism
activity in the 1930s and postwar, people were getting together to
prepare to resist the gathering storm. And it became my job to bring
people from all sorts of backgrounds to cleanse the streets of the
enemy.

I was chief steward of the North and East London Anti-Fascist
Committee, a multiracial group that included members from most of the
political parties, including even some Young Tories from Stepney (now
Tower Hamlets). Lots of us were workmates – I was a sparks in the
building trade as were some of my black mates. We would police
building sites where racists were at work and clear them off the sites.
Fascists had even been allowed to attend trade union meetings
wearing their badges; we went along and tossed them out.
A new activist anti-fascist group, The 62 Group, was formed after
Jordan’s National Socialist Movement rally in Trafalgar Square in 1962,
but some of us could not, or would not, join as it was solely a Jewish
organisation, although it fought alongside the left and one of its
greatest allies was the Movement for Colonial Freedom. Although I
qualified as Jewish because my mother was Jewish, my dad was a
non-practising Anglican and I decided not to join.

Nevertheless, the Leadership of the Group invited me to become one
of its two Intelligence Officers, although I insisted on selecting my own
team of people to engage in “special operations”.

When Mosley announced a march starting from the forecourt of
Charing Cross station, it was decided to head him off by seizing his
HQ in Victoria. The plan was to gain entry to the building by means of
two attack groups. The first consisted of a couple of our toughest
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infiltrators in the Union Movement. They were blonde, blue eyed and
had documentation and party badges that got them inside. Then, while
one of them engaged the security guards, the other opened the front
door and let in another six or seven tough guys, who locked the door
behind them. 

The timing was perfect and we knew the back door had a rotten frame.
I was leading the second group with Tony Hall and an ex-boxer called
Billy Collins. One kick with my work boots and the door caved in, and
our section of about seven people rushed through.

Bad luck: Mosley was not present. But most of his senior officers were,
such as Bob Rowe, a big lump of an ex-copper from Yorkshire, and
Keith Gibson, a vicious animal, plus half a dozen or more of their
security squad. The idea was not to steal anything, as via our
infiltrators we already had copies of their membership files and other
important documents: the task was to destroy everything that made
their HQ work.

It was very bloody. Rowe, who had a reputation as a hard man, leapt
down the stairs feet first into one of our guys, but two more
overwhelmed him. One of our guys went down to the basement where
they kept their banners and drums and destroyed the lot. Then Gibson
picked up a long sharp sliver of broken glass and came at Billy,
thrusting it towards him. Billy had been a great young contender for a
future championship, but during the Suez Crisis had been shot in the
gut by a trigger-happy British soldier and his boxing days were over.
He saw red – he had a Jewish wife and child – and he just
disregarded the broken glass and battered Gibson, screaming: “you
would kill my family”. Before three of us pulled Billy off, Gibson had
suffered a broken nose and cheek bone, several broken ribs and very
sore testicles.

After the battle, we tied the fascists up and dumped them in a small
room near the back door. Then one of our guys got overenthusiastic
and threw a typewriter through the front window into a street crowded
with people. Some of our men went out the way they had come in, into
the main road, and the rest headed for the back door. One had a fire
extinguisher of the type that London buses used to carry, and as
Rowe tried to stop our team escaping, it was triggered and the door
was shut on them.

Tony Hall: Trade unionist, anti-racist and radical cartoonist



At the back of the building was a long narrow mews. I ran one way with
about three people and Tony Hall and Billy ran the other way. When
they spotted a police car passing the top of the road, they started
pushing on doors. After a couple of attempts, one opened and Tony
and Billy walked in to be greeted by a vicar who asked them whether
they were the musical entertainment for their garden party. Tony sat
himself down at the piano with Billy turning his music and played for
the guests for the next four hours. The police looked in, saw the vicar
and heard the music, and left.

A handful of our team were caught on the street and were sent to stand
trial at the Old Bailey. The trial took place in July 1963 at the same time
as that of Stephen Ward, the society osteopath in the Profumo Affair,
who was charged with living off immoral earnings. As our lads were
being led to the court they encountered Christine Keeler and Mandy
Rice-Davies, there to give evidence in the Ward trial. The women asked
the lads what they were up for, and when they heard it was for attacking
Mosley’s HQ, they each received a kiss and wishes of good luck.

Thousands of pounds had been raised for their defence and it was
clear that the judge was no Mosley admirer. One of the police officers
told the court he had entered the building and found Gibson and the
other Mosleyites coughing and spluttering, with one of them saying “we
have been gassed”. The judge asked the officer what he had said in
response. Referring to his notebook, he replied: “I said it was just like
Auschwitz”.

Although they were found guilty, nobody was jailed. The big lad who
had got the front door opened received a very small fine after the court
heard that both his parents had been murdered in Budapest by the
Hungarian Arrow Cross murder squads towards the end of the war.
It was not all about fighting fascism. We had a terrible problem with
slum landlords who were winkling young black families from their
homes in Stoke Newington. Because the police there were very
corrupt, they had given one of the worst offenders Billy’s name and
address. One night he came home to find three men, two of whom had
machetes, waiting for him. A bad move on their part, as Billy grabbed
an eight-foot scaffold pole and taught them which way was up. 
Some weeks later somebody decided to help the winkler seek a
change of address by burning his offices down. I never asked Tony
who had organised that action. I didn’t have to. Tony was a good and
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brave human being and I and his other comrades from that brilliant
time will always remember those great days in Stoke Newington when
he was both a comrade and a friend.

Twenty years later my wife and I moved back to Hackney where we
lived for a year. One day, taking a stroll around Clapton, we bumped
into Tony and his wife Libby. It was the first time I had seen them since
the early 1960s. Tony told us about his wonderful project of
photographing every street in the borough for posterity. I was shocked
and saddened when Libby told me of Tony’s death. A few years ago I
saw a film made in protest at developers destroying Hackney and I
then realised how very valuable Tony’s work had been in recording the
things they were trying to obliterate. 

It was Jose Millan Astray, a major figure in
Franco’s fascist regime in Spain, who in

1936 said “Death to intelligence! Long live
death!” It sums up perfectly the attitude of

fascists who at their most basic level
simply hate humanity.

Tony Hall: Trade unionist, anti-racist and radical cartoonist
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With far-right parties on the rise
across Europe, Tony warns of the
consequences of allowing them
to continue to grow.

Between 1980 and 1983,
unemployment shot up to over 3
million and capacity in British
industry fell by 24 percent. Thatcher
effectively shut down British
manufacturing, much of it
permanently. That didn’t stop the
then Prime Minister telling the
country at the 1983 general election
“we are firmly on the road to
recovery.” Yet when the economy
did pick up in the late 80s it was
chiefly because of a credit bubble
that when it burst threw Britain back
into recession. Thatcher was a
destroyer and the only thing she
truly succeeded in was convincing
her opponents to follow her
ideological path. 

Thatcher opposed economic and political sanctions
against South African apartheid and called Nelson
Mandela a “terrorist.” The apartheid regime’s brutality
reached a new level in 1984 and as a consequence
millions of workers around the world were
enthusiastically involved in international solidarity
campaigns in support of black South Africans involved in
open revolt. The international sanctions that were
applied against South Africa signalled the extent to
which South Africa was isolated internationally whilst
also helping economically cripple the apartheid system.  
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After relaxing rules on private
ownership, Soviet leader
Gorbachev gets ready to privatise
the Russian economy whereby its
national wealth was allowed to
fall into the hands of a small
group of business oligarchs.
Russian leaders are still pursuing
privatisation policies today even
though the outcome has been an
economy in crisis.

Tony Hall: Trade unionist, anti-racist and radical cartoonist

Whilst Thatcher – and Ronald Reagan, seen here on the far right - publicly adored
Polish trade unionists fighting for their rights under Communism she detested British

trade unionists standing up for these very same rights. In both situations, Thatcher
sought to create the conditions for a market economy under which the rich get richer. 
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With US leader Ronald Reagan spoiling for a
fight with the Soviet Union in the 1980s,
Tony highlights what might be the outcome.

The Piper Alpha disaster killed 167
workers on 6 July 1988 off the
Aberdeen coast. It is the world’s
deadliest ever oil rig accident. A
report into the disaster by Lord
Cullen judged that the operator
Occidental Petroleum had used
inadequate maintenance and
safety procedures. More than 100
safety recommendations were
made, yet whilst the company paid
out over £66 million to families of
the deceased it escaped any
criminal or civil sanctions and no
one was made personally liable in
the courts. 

In the past the Labour Party
saw its role as trying to shift
the balance of power and
wealth under capitalism in
favour of working people.
When Tony Blair replaced
John Major as Prime Minister
in 1997 the fear was that
New Labour would simply be
a pale imitation of the Tories
under Thatcher and Major. 
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Tony Hall: Trade unionist, anti-racist and radical cartoonist

The poll tax or community charge was introduced, first in Scotland and then later in
England and Wales, by Margaret Thatcher’s Conservative government. The flat-rate per-

capita tax on every adult replaced rates and provoked fury because it hit people hard
regardless of their circumstances. There followed a series of riots outside town halls right

across the UK. Then on 31 March 1990, London exploded when over 200,000 protesters
gathered and were confronted by massed ranks of police, many on horseback. Later the

same year Thatcher resigned and with all three candidates for the Conservative leadership
vowing to abandon the tax its abolition was announced on 21 March 1991.

Support our Seafarers – P&O
shipping workers unsuccessfully
struck against wage and job cuts for
16 months in 1988-89. The strike
came after 191 passengers and crew
members lost their lives in March
1987 when the ferry ‘Herald of Free
Enterprise’ over-turned in the
Belgium Port of Zeebrugge.
Following which P&O simply
pushed on with seeking to maximise
their profits by slashing jobs,
increasing the remaining workers’
hours and cutting their pay.
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Tony rightly despised all Middle
Eastern dictatorships. 
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Helping fight injustice 
By Graham Smith

Tony’s cartoons helped promote and publicise numerous campaigns.
These included the Hackney Community Defence Association (HCDA)
Campaign that during the 80s and 90s defended hundreds of people in
court, won thousands of pounds in civil actions against the police ands
exposed the Stoke Newington and Hackney police’s record of drug-
dealing, theft, violence, murder and conspiracy to pervert the course of
justice. Graham Smith, who now works as a lecturer at the University of
Manchester, was secretary of HCDA and recalls Tony’s involvement. 

I first met Tony Hall in the spring of 1987 at a meeting of the Family and
Friends of Trevor Monerville Campaign in the Stoke Newington Family
Centre. Trevor had to have emergency brain surgery after his arrest by
Stoke Newington police, and we both wished to help: me as a foot
soldier and Tony, as an amazing cartoonist, graphic designer and
photographer. 

Soon after, I had to go to Tony’s home. ‘You can’t miss it’, he said. This
was not long after the ending of the News International Wapping dispute,
and draped fully across the front of Tony’s house was the strikers’
banner ‘Murdoch is bad news’. Just in case anyone was not sure which
side he was on. 

Tony, who was fiercely anti-racist, was always busy – drawing cartoons,
developing photographs, designing posters or making badges. When
HCDA was set up in the summer of 1988, he designed its logo. 

When Malcolm Kennedy was wrongly arrested for murder inside
Hammersmith police station on Christmas Eve 1990, Tony did what
came naturally to him and drew a cartoon. 

When the Guardian reported on its front page that Stoke Newington drug
squad officers were under investigation for supplying crack cocaine,
Tony dropped into the Family Centre the next day with a cartoon of a

Tony Hall: Trade unionist, anti-racist and radical cartoonist
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flamboyant joint smoking police officer teaching children not to take
drugs. Another cartoon on the subject (illustrated) was the front cover of
HCDA’s Fighting the Lawmen pamphlet on the scandal. Some years
later Tony framed the original cartoon and donated it to the Colin Roach
Centre as a raffle prize.

In March 1990, when Hackney Council met at the Town Hall to set the
rate for the hated poll tax, HCDA arranged for solicitors to be on standby
in case of arrests. Members of the Association handed out bust cards
and, working in pairs, made a photo-commentary of the riot that ensued. 

Hackney police reported 57 arrests that evening, and 28 defendants
attended an HCDA meeting a couple of days later to discuss what had
taken place. Tony turned up with a couple of reels of film, including a
sequence of pictures culminating with an arrest. 

He agreed to appear as a witness for the defendant, who faced the
serious charge of assaulting a police officer in the execution of his duty.
Entering the courtroom with a pronounced limp, a clean shaved well-
dressed middle aged gentleman gave a sly wink to the public gallery as
he took the witness box. After he gave evidence on behalf of the
defendant, showing the court a series of photographs, Mr Hall was
cross-examined by Counsel for the prosecution. ‘Did you witness the
defendant assault a police officer?’ he was asked. ‘No!’ he replied, ‘if I
had I would have photographed it.’ The defendant was acquitted.    

Tony was a big fan of the work of
Hackney Community Defence
Association and this cartoon was
for one of their booklets. Local
businessman Malcolm Kennedy had
been fitted up for the murder of
Patrick Quinn inside Hammersmith
Police Station at Christmas 1990. A
vigorous campaign helped to
overturn the murder conviction in
favour of a manslaughter charge
but Kennedy went to his grave in
December 2013 still rightly
protesting his innocence.
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Far too many elderly people live out
the last year’s of their lives in poverty. 

Everyone needs a
decent pension.

Tony Hall: Trade unionist, anti-racist and radical cartoonist

The minimum wage was introduced by New
Labour in 1998 but has never been high
enough to meet the basic costs of living and
most people paid it still need to apply for
benefits. Wages in the United Kingdom were
at their highest in the 1960s and 1970s
when trade unions were at their strongest. 

Whilst the 1997 Labour government
boosted NHS spending from around 5%
of GDP to 10% too much money was
spent on managers and consultants
rather than front line staff.
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With some Christian groups pushing the teaching of
creationism (where all life on Earth is created by God’s
action and not the result of scientific, evolutionary
processes), Tony pokes fun at them.

Bringing to life the brutality that print workers
faced in their battle with police on picket lines
during their year-long strike in the mid 80s. 

Things would have been a lot better if
that had proven to be true!

Even though the
trade unions
helped set up the
Labour Party, Tony
Blair and right-
wing Labour
wanted to reduce
their involvement
in politics. 
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Bringing down waiting times at A&E is essential to
saving lives and can only be made possible if hospitals
are properly funded with qualified staff. 

It was under the Tories, with David
Cameron in the treasury, that personal
bankruptcies and home repossessions

hit their highest levels.

Poking fun at Sun readers for reading
the right-wing tabloid.

Life inside News International
after Murdoch sacked 5,5000

printworkers in 1986. 

Tony Hall: Trade unionist, anti-racist and radical cartoonist
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Tony’s take on the Church of England’s internal
battles over gay clergy.

As all three major Parties
begin to merge into one…….

Notts NUM area secretary Roy Lynk
seeks to save his own job after he

was dismissed from his post for
acting against union policy during

the 1984-85 national strike. 

In Wandsworth, Tory council leader
Shirley Porter sold off council

properties to Tory voters in order to
ensure success at future local

elections. 
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Tony Hall: Trade unionist, anti-racist and radical cartoonist

Tony Blair massively increased
police powers by adding to the
number of arrestable offences.

Special thanks to: Libby Hall, John Lang, Ann Field, Gerry Gable,
Graham Smith, Mike Ewington, Jim Fox, Jim Mowatt, Doug Pouch
and Roger Bates. 

This is the fourth booklet written and compiled by Mark Metcalf. The first
was on Tom Jones, the second on Julia Varley, the third about the Great
Dock Strike of 1889. All can be viewed at: http://tinyurl.com/k9q8e3m

Look out for the next book in this series, Charlie Chutterbuck.
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